INNCOM by Honeywell Brings the Future of
Guest Experience to HITEC 2015
INNCOM Shows Money-Saving Global Solutions, Analytics Services and Innovation that Ensure
Today’s Technology Investment Supports Tomorrow's Requirements
INNCOM® by Honeywell comes to HITEC with a complete suite of integrated
solutions that showcase the future of optimized operations, reduced energy
expenses and the capability to deliver truly memorable guest experiences.
INNCOM invites HITEC attendees to experience its integrated Deep Mesh Network wireless platform that provides
reliable, total property multi-system communications and supports the BYOD trend as Millennials push hoteliers to
pack more functionality into their apps. INNCOM will also spotlight data collection and Analytics Services that
optimize property operations and profitability. INNCOM delivers the total experience: Guest comfort, elegant user
controls, integrated room automation and energy savings.
INNCOM transforms data into actionable information. Its intelligent, networked solutions monitor and control
guestroom touch points that include environmental switches, door locks and multiple third-party systems. INNCOM
tracks and reports occupancy status, HVAC equipment run-time, guest security alerts and network availability to
ensure guests are safe, comfortable, and connected. INNCOM's
INNcontrol™ 3 and its Deep Mesh Network make it possible to integrate
many compatible systems so operators can remotely manage all
property guestroom systems. INNCOM ASX Analytics Services
Reports provide the metrics and analysis on all measurable data on
room equipment and utilization to maximize operating efficiency and
profitability.
"INNCOM's system integration and data analysis are 21st Century essentials for operational efficiency and
profitability. Attendees at HITEC can see how INNCOM simplifies property network communications and guestroom
data analysis. INNCOM also powers the millennial travel trend toward mobile BYOD communications with software
that lets hotel brands incorporate mobile room control into their own or third party provided apps for the ultimate
guest experience," said John Tavares, INNCOM by Honeywell VP of business development. "INNCOM will also
show how its Analytics services and expertise provide owners and operators with actionable information they can
use to streamline operations and optimize maintenance costs."
INNCOM systems deliver efficiency to all property brands and hotel types INNCOM provides Integrated Room
Automation Systems (IRAS) that enable hotel owners and operators to deliver memorable guest experiences and
let property operations teams effortlessly manage rooms and energy. INNCOM solutions serve the needs of all
property types from select service hotels to the epitome of luxury and lifestyle properties. This makes INNCOM the
preferred provider for single-property owners or multi-property, multi-brand hotel companies with a wide variety of
brand needs. INNCOM provides operators with a consistent, standardized platform management experience across
all properties.
At HITEC booth 1411, INNCOM will also showcase its EVORA®, MODEVA® and ELEMENTS guest-facing devices.
All devices can be customized to fit with your design objectives and control configuration. Based on designer
specifications, they can control lighting and temperature, display privacy / make-up-room requests, and integrate

seamlessly with INNCOM energy management and other Integrated Room Automation Systems solutions. Made
with touch-capacitance glass surfaces, the MODEVA Series provides designers with a vast array of options in color,
fonts and control capabilities.
EVORA offers the same advanced technology found in the MODEVA Series but with a more traditional tactile guest
interface that uses backlighting and custom engraving to designate specific switch functions.
ELEMENTS, is offered for the international market where the smaller size plates are often used. They included a
variety of finishes and functions, including international outlet standards and USB connections.
INNCOM will also show an API that simplifies the addition of INNCOM's room controls to a franchisor's brand app to
deliver a superior guest experience to the connected traveler. The API can be used to control lighting, temperature,
guest annunciation and even the guestroom TV.
To maximize value for operators, the latest INNCOM solutions come with a simplified update path. The systems
that properties install today are compatible with INNCOM technology implemented over the last 10 years, so
operators can stay up to date with evolving system advances.
"Everything INNCOM does is to ensure people and resources are focused on delivering an optimal guest
experience combined with operational efficiency, total staff productivity and energy savings," Tavares said.
"Delivering a memorable guest experience is our prime concern because this is where money is made – and saved.
If INNCOM gives guests reasons to come back, it will have great value to the property."
ABOUT INNCOM BY HONEYWELL

INNCOM® by Honeywell is an award-winning innovation company incorporated in1986. Its solutions include advanced hardware and
software for Energy Management, Integrated Room Automation and Systems Monitoring and Control for the global lodging markets.
Honeywell (NYSE: HON) acquired INNCOM in 2012. Honeywell is a Fortune 100 company that creates solutions that improve the
quality of life of people around the globe by generating clean, healthy energy – and using it more efficiently.
INNCOM's solutions deliver comfortable, safe, intuitive guest experience via a suite of attractive, effective in-room controls that
manage energy. INNCOM's Deep Mesh Network fully integrates applications for temperature and humidity control, energy
management, lighting control, drapes and shades operation, on-line electronic lock networking, and guest interfaces. INNCOM also
delivers operating enhancements for housekeeping, security, operations and management staff. INNCOM systems are used in more
than 1,500,000 rooms, in over 70 countries and clients range from focused service properties to the most prestigious 5-star hotels.
Find out more about INNCOM by Honeywell at the website.

